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Flat to 3D in just 3 easy steps! 

  

“Game to be different” 
 

  
 
 
 
 
  
 



Congratulations on purchasing a box of FUDs (Fold Up Decoys). These 
user friendly purpose designed decoys are sure to enhance your hunting and 
decoying experience. 
 
 

CONTENTS 
Inside every box of FUDs you should find: 

• 6 Fully assembled decoys  
(3 drakes and 3 hens for smaller species, matching heads for larger) 

• 1 Fudslinger (carry hook) 

• 16 Page Tips & Tactics Manual 

• 6 sets of rivets 

• 6 Matching anchors (waterfowl species only) 

• 15 Yards of Fudline (waterfowl species only) 
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FEATURES 

All FUD decoys are produced to fulfill a number of features, over 40 in total 
which all contribute to the decoys outstanding performance and excellence in 
functionality. These features have been purpose designed to overcome the 
failings of old fashioned decoys.  
 

1. QUICKLY DEPLOYED 
   All FUD decoys are designed with the same principles of FUD technology and 
are all deployed in the same manner in just 3 easy steps. 

 

   

1. Fold over the white 
base plate locking tab 
into place. 

2. Fold over the colored 
chest plate locking tab into 
place. 

3. Swing the keel down into 
position locking the base 
plates into place. 

 

You now have a full bodied three dimensional decoy which performs as a 
silhouette, floater, shell, full body and motion decoy (on water). 
For waterfowl species, simply unwrap rigging from keel once deployed. 
 

     

 

2. QUICKLY PACKED UP 
    FUDs are just as easy to pack up as they are to set up. 
Swing the keel out of the base plates, unlock the chest 
plate, unlock the base plate, pull the keel up through the 
body and hang back on your Fudslinger.  
 
For waterfowl species, remember to wrap your rigging 
around the keel before you pack up your FUDs to ensure 
it is stored inside and tangle free.  
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3. TRUE MULTI-POSTURE 

• CREATES TRUE FEEDERS 

 FUDs are a world first in true multi-posture capabilities. FUD decoys all have 
3 rivets along the spine of each decoy which not only hold the body panels 
together but also act as a pivoting point for the head panel, keel and for some 
species, the tail panel. 

 

             
Body Pivot – Rotate the 
body forward or backward 
to create land feeders or 
sentry postures. 

Keel Pivot – Rotate the keel 
forward for standing or 
floater postures, backward 
under the body for a shell. 

Head Pivot – Rotate the 
head down for feeders or 
backward for swimmer or  
sentry. 

 

Adjust your FUDs posture to create realistic positions which truly imitate 
wildfowl. Mix up the postures in your decoy set to avoid alarming uniformity. 
 

 
 

• SLEEPER/TUCK DECOY 
In just 3 easy steps you can create a sleeper or tuck FUD decoy.  

 

 

1. Cut the front rivets 
to separate the head 
panel from the body. 
 

2. Removed and discard the 
cut rivets. Turn the head panel 
around to face rearward. 

3. Slide the head panel 
back into place. Clip 
new rivets into place.  

The additional rivets found in every box of FUD 
decoys can be used to create sleeper/tuck decoys as 
well as replacing damaged rivets. Sleeper/tuck 
decoys are ideal on land as shells or on water.  
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4. COLLAPSIBLE 

• LESS BULKY 
FUDs go from full bodied, three dimensional 

decoys to flat and compact in just three easy steps. 
This compact, collapsible design is essential for space 
saving and easy transportation. FUDs are less bulky 
and an easy solution in transporting your rig to your 
hunting location of choice and in maximizing 

 

storage efficiency. FUDs take up a fraction of the equivalent space used by 
regular decoys. 

      

 

5. CARRIED HANDS FREE 

• LIGHTWEIGHT 
FUDs take the often difficult task of 

transporting decoys to and from your hunting 
spot and make it a breeze as FUDs are 
transported hands free. FUDs are carried on 
high-impact plastic Fudslinger belt hooks which 
float if dropped in water. The Fudslinger 
replaces hauling your decoys out on your back  
in large unmanageable bags.   
     

All FUDs can be carried on-body. For larger species try hanging your Fudslinger 
off the top of your waders or on your jacket to avoid kicking the low hanging 
base plates as you walk. 
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6. BULLET PROOF 

• UNSINKABLE 
   Every FUD is made of durable 
neoprene foam which can 
withstand the impact of stray 
pallets and even a whole pattern. 
Unlike old fashion blow molded 
decoys FUDs do not sink, 
allowing you to rapidly dispatch 
cripples.   

        FUD       Blow Molded Decoy 
 

     

 

7. SELF RIGHTING 
Self righting is considered a very important feature in any water based 

decoy. FUD achieves complete self righting by perfecting the weight to buoyancy 
ratio in every FUD when deployed correctly. All FUDs are produced to 6 standard 
shipper sizes, each produced with a matching keel size to ensure that there is 
enough weight in the keel of every FUD to turn even up-side-down decoys the 
right way up. 

 
 

FUDs will automatically self right when tipped over by waves, dogs or incoming 
birds when deployed correctly.  
 
To ensure your FUDs are correctly deployed make sure to pull the keel as far 
forward in the base plate as possible and avoid throwing your FUDs into water 
head first or into water contaminated with sticks or vegetation which might 
catch the keel and unlock it from the base plate.  
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8. UNIQUE NECKING 

• WIND DRIVEN MOVEMENT 
 

 

 FUD patented technology and design includes 
a unique feature which ensures that every FUD 
performs to the highest standard of decoying 
deliverables. The FUDs narrow keel and sail like 
head means that once the FUD has been necked it 
can spin on a dime and move through the water 
much faster than all other decoys. 

    To neck your FUD, unwind your Fudline and loop it 
around the neck of your FUD as shown. Pinch the Fudline 
between the head and shoulder panel. When necked, 
your FUD has a tie off point to the front and one side. 
Being off-centre compels the decoy to drift left and right 
of the anchor line.  

Like a model yacht, the wind combined with the sail-like head compels the FUD 
to swim in an arc around the anchor until it reaches a point where the wind can 
no longer keep it on a starboard or port path. At this point it will immediately 
spin 180 degrees and start in the opposite track repeating the process again and 
again. 
 

 
 

With several FUDs necked you will have multiple decoys moving naturally, all in 
different directions and at different speeds emulating true game bird behavior. This 
natural non-uniform behavior which looks so real and safe to the game bird does 
not behave like any other decoys seen before. This movement will gain the 
commitment of even the most gun shy, decoy smart game birds. 
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9. UNIQUE CHAINING 
Chaining is the process of joining decoys similar to that used with layout 

boats. FUDs make chaining an easier task with each storing it’s rigging inside, 
having flat anchors and uniform pedestals that accept the anchor of the next 
FUD. 

 

 
 

To deploy chained FUDs simply take the anchor of 
one decoy and wrap it around the pedestal of the 
next several times locking the anchor into the string 
notch and leaving the rest to hang loose. 
Repeat the process with as many decoys as you wish 
to deploy, varying lengths between each.  
  

It is important that you neck the last decoy in the line as it will be placed under 
the greatest movement pressure. Also tie the anchor of the first decoy in line 
above the water line, this ensures that in stronger currents or wind, the decoys 
are not pulled under. 
 
Chained FUDs are also a decoying solution for: 
 

• Dry Land Rigs – When deploying your chained FUDs stand on the 
windward side of the marsh and the wind will push the decoys out over 
the water. 
 

• River & Current – FUD chaining excels in rivers where the current can 
force rapid movement.  

 
FUDs are not recommended for ocean hunting, tidal hunting or rivers whose 
currents exceed 3 knots (walking speed). Performance can vary in water with 
waves. 
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10. TRUE MAGNUM SIZED 

• VARIABLE LENGTHS 
   All FUD decoys are Premium True Magnum Sized decoys. Every species in the 
FUD range has been purpose designed and produced to be between 10% and 
30% larger than the natural average size of each species.  
 

       
 Average Drake Mallard Size        FUD Mallard 10% Larger 

 
 

     

 

11. FOR WATER & LAND USE 

• DEPLOYABLE ANYWHERE 
    
   FUDs are a first in multi-location decoys. All FUDs 
are made with tough steel pedestals which allow 
users to hammer the pedestal into dirt, clay, ice and 
wood. This feature combined with the FUDs shell, 
sentry and floater positions means that the FUD can 
be deployed on land, amongst timber, in the 
shallows and on water. 

 
 

 
 

For the first time ever your land decoys will match those deployed on water. 
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12. TRUE TO LIFE IMAGING 

• PHOTO QUALITY ARTWORK 
   As FUD technology advances and improves so has the image quality of 
every decoy. As standard for all new decoys, FUD uses real life high quality 
photos of wildfowl in designing the final product.  
 

    
   Photo of Australian Maned Goose        FUD Maned Goose 
 
This process ensures that all FUDs irrefutably appear to all incoming birds as real 
and the same as those game bird in the wild. 
  

     

 

13. REMOVES ALARM POSTURES 
Many decoys in today’s market suffer from traditional decoy failings in 

uniformity, clone warnings and alarming postures. With so many brands claiming 
true emulation of what is seen in nature, many or most blow molded decoys still 
produce mass salute posture decoys. While it is natural for a spread to have 
some salute posture birds, it is a warning to incoming birds when all are in a 
solute position. In nature, all birds will adopt this posture when spooked. 

 

 
 

Uniformity in postures is a key warning signal to all out of range, gun shy game 
birds. The FUDs off-centre anchor point, sail-like head and light weight body all 
contribute to the FUDs yacht like behavior which ensures that no FUD deployed 
correctly will ever face into the wind or move like any other in the spread. This 
however cannot be said about old fashioned full length keel decoys which are 
designed to anchor from the front and centre. This guarantees that they all point 
into the wind discouraging incoming birds from committing to your spread as 
this is a threatened position. 
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14. UV CERTIFIED PRODUCT  
 
Humans can only see three primary colors – red, green and blue. Yet game birds 
see the primary colors of the visible light spectrum, plus a fourth which hunters 
cannot see. That is ultraviolet (UV). This gives them the ability to see color 
differences that humans cannot, and for hunters it is most important that the 
decoys do appear to game birds just like real birds. 
 
Consider the following. 
     

  
       Regular photo as humans see     UV photo as birds see 

 

On the left hand side is a photo of an FUD Snow Goose decoy, a real Snow 
Goose, and an old fashioned blow molded model taken with a regular camera, 
and the on the right hand side with an ultra violet camera. The difference 
between FUDs and old fashion decoys could not be more apparent to the real 
birds. 
 

 FUD decoys have undergone rigorous 
independent testing with our ink suppliers in 
Factory to make sure FUDs are the most 
naturally UV reflective decoys of all to real 
waterfowl. 
 

 FUD decoys give you a UV advantage over old 
fashion decoys because of this advanced 
technology. All to produce a decoy that is 
designed first and foremost to fool the birds, not 
the hunters. 
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15. STORES RIGGING INSIDE 
 Every waterfowl species of the 

FUD range benefits from this 
unique attribute. FUDs rigging 
system stores the rigging inside 
each FUD while compact for easy 
transport and more importantly, 
tangle free decoys. 
 

 

 

 
     

 

16. OTHER FEATURES 
• Three Dimensional 

• Ultra Matte Finish 

• Impervious to Ice 

• Impervious to Fuel 

• Heavy Duty Construction 

• Land and Ice Stakeable 

• Fade Resistant 

• Waterproof 

• No Extra Parts 

• Lasts For Years 

• Scratch Proof 

• Value For Money 

• Quality Guaranteed 

• Largest Range of All 

• Available Worldwide 
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ANCHOR & RIGGING SETUP 

Before you take your FUDs out into the field it is best to setup and arrange 
your rigging. The following rigging method is called the “double bite” method. 
Start with the anchor. 

 

 

Step 1: Cut your Fudline to the desired length and create a loop as 
shown. Make sure that the loop is roughly 10mm (3/8”) long to allow 
the Fudline to easily pass through it. 

 

Step 2: Pull the loop tight and thread it through the anchor’s string 
hole. Pass the Fudline back through the loop and pull tight. Do not try to 
pull the original knot through the string hole 

 

Step 3: Once you have pulled the Fudline tight you have completed the 
anchor end.  

 

Step 4: With the other end of your Fudline, make a new loop which is 
big enough to allow the corresponding anchor to pass through it. 
Thread the entire loop through the pedestals string hole and pass the 
anchor through the loop. Do not pull the knot through the string hole. 

 

Step 5: Pull the anchor string tight at the pedestal end, pulling the knot 
through the loop. Your anchor rigging is now complete as depicted. 

 

Step 6: Cut any excess string to a short length and melt the exposed 
nylon end. You will only need to melt the exposed nylon end for a few 
seconds to seal it. This will stop your braided Fudline from fraying. 

 

Step 7: Wind your Fudline starting under the pedestals string hole, 
progressively winding down until all of your Fudline is wound up as 
shown. This will ensure your anchor unwinds properly the next time you 
use your FUD. 

 

Step 8: Hang the anchor over the top of the pedestal pulling it down 
into the locking notch. This locks your Fudline into place preventing it 
from unwinding and tangling. If the anchor does not reach the locking 
notch, simply unwind one loop and try again. 

 

FUD anchors are designed to be flat for easy use and storage and lightweight 
enough to enable for easy cartage to your hunting location. If you find them too 
light for you hunting needs (strong currents/winds) try doubling up (2 FUD 
anchors per decoy), upsizing (goose anchors on ducks) or using your own anchor 
of your desired weight as long as it is flat. Additional anchors can be purchased 
from FUD as accessories. 
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DECOY APPEARANCE 
    Many of the considerations taken into account when hunters are browsing for 
and purchasing their decoys are often over marketed and irrelevant details. The 
important attributes to any effective decoy have all been considered and 
addressed in designing the FUD, features which game birds can see outside of 
shotgun range. 
 

Tone – All FUD decoys are produced with high quality photo artwork so the  
tone can be as true to nature as possible. A tone shift visible to the 
hunter from 100 yards is also visible to game birds. 
 

Shadow – Deployed as three dimensional decoys FUDs cast the correct shadow  
and correct reflection on water.  
 

Posture – Posture is the visual aspect in your decoys which will be seen at the  
greatest distance. Variations in posture will attract those gun shy, decoy  
smart birds into your spread as your decoys won’t look like regular 
decoys. 
 

Mix & Match – If you see more than one species of wildfowl in your hunting  
location then set your decoys to match. 
 

Confidence Decoys – Use confidence decoys such as swans and coots to attract  
birds into what appears as a safe environment. 
 

Down Win – Set up your decoys down-wind from you hunting position. Birds will  
head into the wind as they come in to land.  
 

Spread – Spread your decoys out and leave for an open area for your “kill  
zone”. This is where you want incoming birds to pitch in. Wildfowl bunch 
up together when frightened and ready to take off.  
 

Muddy – Keep the water around your decoys stirred up and muddy. 
 
Location – Mix your decoys across land, shallows and water when possible.  

Game birds are most often seen resting and feeding on the water’s edge 
of swamps and wetlands. Shallows are out of bounds for most 
conventional decoys, but FUDs make multi-location deployment a 
breeze. 
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